MID - RANGE TACTICAL CARBINE (MRTC)
Lewiston, NE - October 19th & 20th
T III Operational Solutions will conduct a two day Mid-Range Tactical Carbine (MRTC)
course vicinity of Lewiston, NE. This training is a marksmanship intensive course which
focuses on achieving successful engagement on mid-range targets (100 - 500 yards) utilizing
AR-15 / carbine platforms with either iron sights, red dots, or magnified optics. The MRTC
was designed in light of today's evolved operational environment in which LEO's are
increasingly more likely to have to deal with civilian threats who are proficient with carbine
style weapons and / or military tactics. Our two-day class enables LEO's to harvest all potential
from their carbine in order to defeat threats from greater distances, thus allowing for greater
levels of operational safety and officer survivability through the use of ballistic standoff. The
MRTC is led by our Army Ranger qualified instructors and our curriculum will provide a total
of 16 hours of advanced marksmanship and tactics instruction while producing a true subject
matter expert for your agency who can advise and train your department on carbine capabilities
and engagement. The culminating event of this course is a team live fire that incorporates the
"shoot, move, and communicate" principles of fire and maneuver / target engagement.
* This is a Rural LEO focused course; Sheriff’s Offices, SWAT, Response Teams, & Fugitive Apprehension *

$285 per student

* Students must show with a dependable AR / carbine w/ iron sights or optic, rifle sling, rifle cleaning kit, minimum of four (4) thirty (30)
round magazines, tactical vest / chest rig / belt magazine pouches, small tactical back pack / day pack,
500 rounds of 5.56 / .223 *no tracer or penetrator ammo, appropriate uniform for rural firearms / tactics training
Sign up on our website at http://www.t3ops.com/leo-mil-training-courses/

Contact lead instructor Kenny Winn at 402-440-9577 with any questions

